
Application Form 

Print, complete, scan and send the application form to 
European Conducting Academy 

e-mail: 

infodirigo@gmail.com 
 

 

PERSONAL INFORMATION  

 

 (Surname)___________________________ (First name)_______________________ 
 

Residence:  (Post code)___________(Town)______________________(Country)_____________ 

 
 (Street)___________________________________________ (Number) __________ 

 
Telephone: (Home address)__________________________ (Other) _____________________ 

 

 E-mail ________________________________________________________________ 
 

 would like to attend the Master Class CONDUCTING WEBER, MENDELSSOHN & BRAHMS 

with an attendance fee of: 

○  Conductors - section A: € 200.00 

○  Conductors - section B: € 450.00 (complete: 4 days) 

○  Conductors - section B: € 390.00 (reduced: only 3 days) 

□  Listeners  –   daily fee:   €   60.00 on the following dates _______________________________ 

OR 

○  Conductors – Special offer for the whole course sections A, B:  € 550.00  (200.00 + 350.00) 

□  Listeners     –  Special offer for the whole course sections A, B:  € 280.00 

 

 Fees (Registration fee € 10.00 + attendance fees of the chosen section) have to be paid on the first 

day of the course.         
Signature 

        

   

    

 
The undersigned also accepts, without reserve, the following GENERAL CONTRACTUAL CONDITIONS: 

1) The undersigned declares to have received full information on the contents and modalities of the Master class didactic 
program and hereby expresses his/her satisfaction and acceptance;  

2) Any waiver or absence on the part of the student of a part or all of the lessons is not a valid reason to demand a 
reimbursement of any kind or to suspend any payments still due;  

3) ECA has the right to cancel the course on prior notice (due to lack of places or Acts of God) within 5 days before the course 
begins.  

 
The undersigned declares to have received a copy of this contract and to accept each clause.  
 
 
Read and signed in ____________, on ________________        SIGNATURE ________________________ 

                                                                                                                    
PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING 

(IN ACCORDANCE WITH L. 675 OF 31.12.96) 
 

With reference to the provisions in art.10 of L 675/96 (on personal data management) we hereby give notification that: 

1. your personal data will be processed exclusively for sending documentary material about our initiatives towards which you have no present or future obligation;  
2. your data will be processed by hand or computer taking all the necessary measures to guarantee privacy and to avoid divulgence (even accidental).  Data transfer or 

communication to third parties for any reason whatsoever is explicitly excluded.  

3. Your refusal to allow your personal data to be processed for the above reasons will have no consequence other than your not being informed of our initiatives.  
On the basis of art.13 of the same Law, you have the right to: 

1. know which data has been recorded and the origin, with what characteristics and to what aim; 

2. delete, reduce, block the data processed in the case of any legal violation and at any time; 
3. to amend or integrate any errors in the data or any incomplete information; 
4. object to your personal data processing for legitimate reasons; 

Your data will be processed by the European Conducting Academy, c/o Tavola Armonica Association, via Brenta 13 - 36050 Bolzano Vicentino – Vicenza (Italy) 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

www.worldconducting.altervista.org 

mailto:infodirigo@gmail.com

